# MacOS Big Sur HoRNDIS Drive Installation Guide

Perform the following steps to ensure DJI Assistant 2 functions properly with macOS Big Sur:

**Note:** MacOS 11 system that does not support M1 chip

1. Disable System Integrity Protection.
   a. Enter macOS Recovery: Restart the Mac and immediately press and hold the Command and R keys. Release them when you see an Apple logo, spinning globe, or another startup screen displayed. (Do not use a wireless keyboard)
   b. Go to Utilities > Terminal on the menu bar and type "csrutil disable", and then press Enter.
   c. Restart the Mac.

2. Install the latest version of DJI Assistant 2, then go to System Preferences > Safety and Privacy > General and agree to the installation.

3. Restart the Mac and check the HoRNDIS installation status.
   a. Go to System Preferences > Network. If your network adaptor is displayed in the list on the left, the installation was successful.

4. Enable System Integrity Protection.
   a. Repeat Step 1a to enter macOS Recovery.
   b. Go to Utilities > Terminal on the menu bar and type "csrutil enable", and then press Enter.
   c. Restart the Mac.